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INTRODUCTION

...A first seem to be the work of "outsiders". How-

COKc t-) fird that this depends on who you are and, in a

-)% Tor example, when this team spoke with the

'1-:aYrman, Mr. Phillip Martin, we were told that, yes, he

.,aluatioh, tut that he would have preferred it be

Phe Chdirran, 7cu see, considered us as 'insiders ",

ty the Bureau or 11.di=1 Affairs. On the other

,r,h,r, 'those people who ;re ai t,.c :rep; heart of the schoc1-

,,....7*, ,"-41 we were. "outsiaer='

adiffereflt rc,5ons and about dirrercnt aspects of

"eveluator.Y.

3ro "insiders" :rn that we know the BIA system,

YnsJo"e" t2'.e .Thoctta.:, A.Ns before and each of us,

-3-- success and failure m-

Lp:f th,a (.1.'aluatlon team considers this to be

Gi,ren elo "shoit fuse" on this project

='-e-ec days), we greatly appreciated being "insiders"

ft" access to ,37: dta, documents, history and per-

is well known to the team and has served us well.

parents and come others) are also right. We

1N,o members of the ;:ePnl ba.7

_ ,s-cl)or2 1-,11 one occasion each. In,- o''),?!

=
'4cne of us had ever done an evaluation there.

356 eersods(11 we consulted with were net hn

e---,rtecusly by all of them. lydt

tC,Xt$ A sufficiently apart from

co fie objective and sufficiently a part of the situation

ivare of its process.

t,.L r6 remains ono major problem in all this

ind "-iut?!lers". We quote a pbrtion of Seymour

Lhc el i:() Wing it to the reader's

"'JUL. Jlot c.onJidia.r,h5mself

TJ?r_ rE is. a ,zurpr) s7r7(f

)

-,.4'12; anti t;-.1(2 outside;,. ,,,how an amazing degree of

culture of the s,7hool, and (equally mfate-
)-,,,,,- ,) F cfr-ange process."(

4, Pl-,.lirainary Report.

)7 ,111.1 the Prr).7,1,-,m



If we ,accomplish nothing more by raising this issue, we prefer to
believe that this observation puts us on a par with the non-evaluators.
Actually, we go further, in typical one-upmanship, to say that this
evaluation team does have the edge. We have given quasi-testimonials
that we a2c both "insiders" and "outsiders." In addition to that we
do have an opinion about the cultures of the seven schoo-s in question
and we have a theory about the change process. A6 we will state at
the closing of this introduction, these opinions and theories may be .

controversial., but WP sincerely enjoy this forum to express them.

:iith -aspect to the culture of the schools, much of this evaluation
tf_am's a-tiout th, Choctaw and Chitimacha schools is embraced
il the con,7ep ",,ducat24:n fcr survival'' . In this evaluation we

adr,ted of .klichael Se!rivon'. 3nd to a lesser extent
ch.Jse c,f the S. CjIiir

(q)
and we call this Cultural Perlpective: School -

irk; as ;:omtat Svruival. culturaf theory is not so much a
?remise for o,:r recommins aE i r b usifying thread throughout
nu" ohservat;un;.

Survival is: for Native Americans, the ultimate intended end of
education. Ti: is 3o for everyone, but moreso for Indian students
because they stands much greater chance of not surviving in the North
American society than do non-Indians. There are a number of factors
included in this theory, among which are linguistic, racial, health,
geographic, economic and moral considerations. We refer to these as
ach it the .1-,rJ(1, c:F the evaluation, almost always in the context or

Ejucation a.; a fight for survival.

1%1 further understand the survival concept in these schools as we see
let mg compazL this swldrome at Chotdx. to its larger counterpart

in worif;, ,IEtentlalism. According to Norman Cousins, "What ties
most existentialists together is (the) feeling of helplessness --
helplessness to shape the collective destiny, helplessness to preside
over erratic and painful events, helplessness in recognizing and facing
up to anguishing choices."(5) We contrast this cultural phenomenon
with the logical positivism of. John Dewey and the Pragmatism of William
James, which form the foundations of education in America, and we con-
clude d combat for survival theory of education. For us it clarifies
rnany of the issues raise in this project. Tt highlights many of the
specif'c diffeences boween schoolin9 in these Mississippi-Louisiana
institutions and education elsewhere.

kY4, are dealin roe-fions of contro,,,rrq in th"; report. In so far
as our oorltra,nt, aflow us, we have tried to substantiate Our opinion

3) P.166 Curriculum e the Cultural Revolution (Purpel-Belanger),
McCtchan borkoley, California.

4) Ch.1 Educaton as w..if it) Our Brother's Keeper,S. Cahn, Ed.
5) Life Without Hoin'c7.-s: , Co'or, P.4, Saturday Review

World, December 4, 197i.



:7 s :.utters. But we are only human. We maintain
be vrong. However, at this writing, the advice we give

to "be mdisti.tly or opi ion of b.°='-: we WOidd address
qae.;16,,,c If we wer_.7, his 5h,r:i4s, IA the "tradition of

sr_?;t6Y argument,-(c) we intend to opon dcnr- tlkst may havo remai,461:.
hut anci no case to termina t,F. a dialoguP ,already in process. Accord-
'ng Lo an eminent attorney in the Southwest, Dr. James Shannon, "One
grar:c of ?Incateg Tan is his ability to differ without becoming angry,

ligcoutteous. Such a man recognizes that in contingent
021 always be a place' for Legitimate difference of opin-

Cv; we trust we have abided by this4counsel. Although we have
of,37, God"' in these remarks. we have steadfastly held to

1 . !) in defense of the beneficiaries, the Choctaw and

c :c r,_c:tion5 to this a_.signment was to ask "whether anyone

sincere in considering our evaluation recommendations " fn'

r quote Dr. .S'1_,/nrJo s remlrks further to (701

--t: lorl "(The educated mdn! is neither angered nor
Af public vulgarity or blindness. He is rather

c..-ese expected human weaknesses compelling reason

(7oAp2.sson, better rhetoric, .stronger evidem on his part.
tt persuade and seldom to denounce." May this effoet

f",,f v2rsuasiveness and, in no way a denunciation.

Robert_ J. Rebert,

Paul L. Sward, M. ,71-

David C. 'doling, M. P.

U!, / t iti 1 N_Y o 1. L''001 Al MOM), 197'



I - BACKGROUND

Buffeted first by the Spanish, then the French, followed by the
English and finally the fledgling,American Nation, the Choctaw

people were able to survive these cultural collisions through their

ability to adapt themselves to different circumstances and still

retain their identity as a people.

The Choctaws were very much aware that to survive as a peOple they

had to ;liter .Lnto Z.lianees witL the !,7. S. Government. One such

alliance was th, J305 Treaty of Mt. Dexter in which the tribe "quit

claimed" its :'2Ze ee 1 1 million acres of land to satisfy a $46,000

debt and to 4, e3e;00 pezmanene annuity. Reasoning that only

through education eoule they cempel-e with the intruders, tribal

leaders earmarked L?:,e $.3,000 annuity for the support of mission

c;.ecels. SUcceeding'treaty benefits were ased to educate selected

youths' enroll,:ed ,t the 7hota,..7 lcademy, a school opened in 1825

at Blue Springs, Kentucky. ey 1830, eighty-nine boys attended the

academy; AO others were registered in eleven mission schools in

the tribal domain. This was one way for the prageamatic Choctaws

to investigate as well as emulate the white man's way:

The pressures of history as generated by a dominant society have

scattered the bands,of Choctaws, but othe Mississippi band of

Choctaws still sray close to their.eource, Nanih Waiya. Historically

to the present the strands'ofChoctaw education have been woven on

the administrative warp of public school and BIA design.

Peripherally, the Chilmacka: unchr she jurisdiction of the

Choctaw Agency. As you look tack in hisZ:ory, in the 18th Century

the Chitimachas' territory consisted of all the land between Opelousas,

Louisiana on the west to the Mississippi River on the east; from Baton

Rouge to the north to the Gulf of Mexico; with over 2000 warriors.

Swanton wrote, "the Chitimachas were a peaceful nation, unless molested;"

and molested they were, Europeans and Spanish came to their New World,

causing many d conflict with the Indians; The White man's greed for

riches resulted in the downfall of the Chitimacha nation. Most of the

Indian's land has teen divested bY one way or the other.

Today, the Chitimacha Indians only have approximately 283 acres of land

left, with some 275 al,,,dhc?rs residing or or near the reservation. However,

the tribal 40.:1 ,47 some COO Many having to leave

their native home in ordar to obtain an education and secure employment

and homes for their families. These members are still on the tribal

roll and are entitle e to their rights as members of the tribe.

Our education .vvalua4-ion involves the seven schools with headquarters

in Philadelphia, Mce-e- fpei. The :--7-)001.-; serve a total population of

-4-
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4100 Choctaw; covering 18,000 acres; and 500 Chitimachas with 283 acres.

The schools are as follows:

SCHOOL GRADES
NO. OF TEACHERS
INCL. PRINCIPAL NO.OF CLASSROOMS ENROLLMENT

Choctaw Central K-12 37 PFT - 6 TFT 36 732 (671.9 ADM)

Conehatta Boarding ,K- 8 8 PFT - 3 TFT_ 9,- 1 Trailer 204 (191.7 ADM)

Bogue Chitty Brdg. K= 7 9 PFT - 3 TFT 9 - 1 Con.Apt. 196 (178.9 ADM)

1 Trailer

Tucker Day School K- 3- FT - 3 TFT 2 - 2 Make Shift 67 ( 58. ADM)

t..(inding Pine D.S. K- 3 2 PFT --1 TFT 3 - 1 Trailer 79 ( 76. ADM)

(11 Vac. -Prin)

Red Water D. S. K., 3 4 PFT - 1 TFT 6 113 (104.8 ADM)

Chitimacha D. S. K- 8 3 PFT - 1 TFT 58 ( 5713 ADM)

.0

rOTPLS: 65 PFT -18 TFT 68 - 6 1449 (1338.6 ADS!)

PFT - Professional Full Time
TFT - Temporary Full Time
ADM - Average Daily lembership

-5-
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TX ` THE EVALUATION DESIGN
IP

. , 4

For a full understanding of tht manner in which We approache8 this task,

Pt,is necessary to refer to ouirmEvaluation Design," given in full in

AppOndix B. To surarize, welkhave attempted an INFORMATION-BASED,
EVALUATION along the.lines ofwthe model designed by A. J. Stenner.")
This A4ant that we began by consulting with a hundred representative .;

. . 4
people in the seven schools,.the Choctaw Agency, the Choctaw and Chitimacha

tribes to e4eit from them!the major concerns in'their system of education.

We took these concerns, translated them to educational questioi) and orga-4

nized our approach into the 3.b0° model described in Appendix B1AA) Several

:thoices were made h.4 tiffs team in settling on thermode/. First we decided

they in this ,w. ,.e 'were be ng most responsive to the. request for this

ova/uation. ti/ A "format:. e" rather thah.aPsummative" evaluation was to

be done. For complete tree erihig-Flistiverefe? the reader
to the works by Bloom and Paphamf3) For our purposes it meant that we

would try to insert nur chosen "thermometers" and "probes" into the.on-
going process of education at these seven schools without ever asking
them to "come into the infirmary",nor tb "climb up on the bench" to be .

worked on. We trust that, inno case, have we stalled the operations
during our interventions in the schools to serve Our eva/bation purposes.

We have been very conscious throughout of our Self-imposed, Shakespearean

caution that', "Striving to do better( (oft we mar whats well."

Secondly, we h A:save chos to write an integral rather t, n a piece-mealJla

evaluation to show the relationships between one problem and another.
Therefore, we designed the "3'600" model to address thedomains of this

study in such a way that they relate one with another. To describe our

intentions of integration further we direct the reader: to our reference

.about the six ''Blind Men and the Elephant," a Hindu fable, in Chapter XII

of Appendix C, The Preliminary Report. We have seen the WHOLE elephant!

Thirdly, we have set out to be clinical rather than statistical in our

design and in our analyses. Statistics naturally play a role in our

instrumentation and data handling. But wherever possible we show that

statistics are often fallible due to limited samples, scope of teats and

possible misinterpretation. We have bent over backwards at times to avoid
these pitfalls, often settling for the more humanistic approach of con-

fidence in human nature to improve, given the appropriate motivation. Our

style is definitely more that of the educational clinician than that of

the pure researcher. Statistics, comparisons and co-relations serve as

1) Information-Based Evaluation, Design Procedure,A.J. Stenner; I.D.E.A.,

1972( Arlington, Virginia 22209.
ZA) Appendix B, The Evaluation Design, especially pp: 5-8 and Appendix 4

of the same report.
2) Appendix A, Project Description, Background P.2 & 1
3) Bloom, Hastings, Modaus - Handbook on ''ormativeand Summative Evaluation

of Student Learning, 1971, McGraw-Hill; Popham, W.J., An Evaluation

Guide Book, 1971, I.O.E. Los Angeies,\California . (Box 24095).

-
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tools to help as prod further towards the alternative solutions to

problems. Data processing and related technologies are greatly

Appreciated by us in those instances in-rdlicANthey have served this

evaluation. But they will continue to serve us toward the end product

of a formative evaluation such as this in a way not dissimilar from the

technology which allowed man to set foot on the, moon. To carry that

analogy a bit further, the most significant thing in the lunar, voyage

was not even that men set foot on the moon, but that, through the tech-

nolOgy, they set eye on the earth. Therefore we consider the contri7

.. bution we make to se schools aseone of cl.nical perspective. Through.

0 ou eyesffrom our pe tive, the education leaders at Choctaw and

ChOltik:acha have a view of their schools like the wet, blue ball described

bylastronauts to ho the earth.
..

Fourthly, we cLose to do everything in out power to be service-oriented

rathei than self - serving, in any way. Nkr AspeAs ,off this distinction
whidhwarrant mention are the "IBE Conferences" and the data.;hank. The

Information-Based Evaluation Conferences gave a complexion to this evalua

tidn which we valUc big/11y. It expresses the needs of the people who ar
;

inside the elur:at2t,na/ enterprises in theselseven schools, not ours. The,

data bay.,nk to which we refer is the total collection-of datay the analyse

we have made of it and the various documefts, tams and chartsIshared wi h

us in completing this task. We.are deliVering all this to the clierit to

be. used in future internal and external evaluation.. There is a wealth

of information in this collection. OlIt should be in the hands of the, pri-

wary users of educcti sonal information at the Choctaw and Chitimacha schools.

Finally, we have attempted to be responsive rather than evasive, especially

with respect tO' the original request frr this evaluation. We believe we

held to the original.tri-partite focus of a review of resources, the

qualitg of Nycation and school board.decision-making outlined for us at

the outset. There have been occasions whenone force or another has

tempted us to deviate from the original intentions of this project. We.

believe we have resisted. It would have been very, easy to slip into a

full-Scale technical assistance role in regard to one or more problem

area Which we discovered. It would have ,been possilole to rationalize

research projects within the broad scope o this study Andfinally it

would have been simpler to close our eyes.t both good and-bad at
fi

Nmes
when stich would have been more to the liking``, of one person, or another.
And yet, we believe wehave managed to remain resportsive to all of the

original intent.

This report should he jild)kl as a formative, integral, clinical, service-

oriented and responsive evaluation. Its raison-d'etre is to help others

, to help themselves.,

'4) Appendix C, Prelaminary Project DesaeipLion, P. 2, para. 1.

-8-
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FUTURE FOCUS:

III - PLANNING

The first province which we address in this evaluation is that arc in
the 360° model entitled "Planning". This is the area we call educational
forethought. Even though we anxiously await Alvin Toffler's new book on
Education and Future Shockfl) we can justifiably refer to his oracle.
statement of 1970(2) "The craggy outlines of the new society are emerg-
ing from the mists of tomorrow. Yet even as we speed closer, evidence
mounts that one of our most critical sub-systems,education is dangerously
malfunctioning." And to paraphrase his thesis, education must shift into
the future tense or fall victim to the maelstrom (Of future shock) as a
declining industry.

We have positioned "Planning" in first place apse our 10informata on
sources in the schools have prioritized it so. The greatest weight
was assigned by them to the educational domains of philosophies, goal
priorities and a master plan. Although they were given less weight in
their preferred emphasis, four other domains are considered here because
they are related to "Planning". They are school board policies, budget
comparisons, school facilities and the length of the school year.

If Toffler is correct, (and we think he is), education-finds itself in
a transitional period. The critical need for planning at a time like
this might be likened to the problems of highway safety. Although We are
not experts in road safety, we assume that far more auto accidents occur
on the curves than on the straightaway. Without planning, fOresight and
caution while negotiating a curve, tragedy is far mor likely than on the
less-troubled course of the open road.

The schools we are evaluating must see themselves as participants in this
transition, riders approaching a hairpin curve, in desperate need of
forethought.

COMPATIBLE PHILOSOPHIES:

We have received and revicved written statements of educational_ philosophy
froth each of the seven schools and of the Choctaw Board of Education, We
have found them seriously lacking. We suggest that the supertintendent --

initiate a latanning eonlietenee to kevise these phitosophies. He should
give the gtound tutes 4o4 adopting compatible phiiosophie4 (16 schooling,
allow debate as to individuat diffekenees and biting about a con4en4u6.
Continuou6 tevision shoutd be made o6 these to meet the needs o6 the times
and the t YIWIllatiCa.

1) Learning For Tomorrow, Alvin Toffler, 1973.
2) Future Shock, A. Toffler, Random House, 1970, P.353.
3) Appendix B, Evaluation Design, pages 6 ss, Information Domains and

Provinces.

-9-
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lnly one of the stated j:ilosophies (that of the Board of Education)

says anything about keeping students in education. This is one

example of what this evaluation team thinks of as a concept essential

to the philosophy of "education for survival." Mbre is said about this

particular subject id Chapter but we point it out_as a glaring absence

in all tiles* philosophies, due in great part to the fact that they are

not periodibally revised.

CQ
(4) resulip ipd.cato that only 40 percent of ae respondentd believe

-tht.. Choctaw (and C?:_itima:.-ha) schools are based on a sound philosophy." .

groip is composed mainly of administrator's, teachers and school

board :-embers. That is, the establizPrent is satisfied with the status

q.do in contrasr corstituenc%; (parents, students and tribal

officials)

Some of the philosophies evidence an awareness of current research and

findin7:; in educaclon. Most do not. This too would be remedied by a

perioa_:c conference for the revision' of goals and philosophies. We

flue b' at ecast acty tec yeaAs.

7herefere, ,.e have referred here to the need for agreement on philosophies

and goals together with a suggest process for arriving at a common set

of ranked goals.

PRTORTTIE:7:

In keeping with theobscr,7ations we have made concerning philosophy and

goals, we add another dimension to our focus on planning by posing the

question.g-stion. What system can he designed to insure that all rev-

enues will 1-6. expended in Accordance with the stated priorities? Here

we add Lhe new dimension of finances, attempting to fuse it with program

planning. Tt stands to reason that all the best plans in the world are

of no value unless they are put to use in the expenditure of funds.

There is a strong stand on the part of tribal officials and teachers

which says that money is not wisely spent in this system of schools15)

Anytime we find an overall response. on the CQ which approaches the

50 percent mark, we should consider it a red flag. Agreement.on the

above point reaches is :Ygh as 75 percent in one group (tribal officials)

and 67 percent in another (Tribal education program specialists).

Understandable enoudh,there is a corresponding high agreement among all

respondents (47 ;4%-:cd;.t) tc "an obc;47us phnrtaqe of funds to operate

an effective school program it Choctaw."' But it is the considered

opinion of this evaluation team that the "shortage" is no excuse for low

4) CQ - Comprehensive Quect/ennaire

5) CQ, Domain 3, (7z/03C/on #?. Appendices D and E.

) CQ, Domain ?, quccf-'-'7. #11. Append:co': n and F.

14



qualit'iof education, inefficiency or lack of planr;ing. As a matter of

fa #, some economists have defined planning as the "organization of

shortages." Budget and program planning, matching priorities with

expenditures is even more necessary in times of financial stress. We

cannot foresee a time for these schools when rising costs cease and

allotments greatly increase. It is In this light that we make the

following recommendation.

The tl-,:be and the Agency should to assign their annual oicoatia,

ecLe aheaa o6 the budget cycle's dow'j curve (eg. January) in aden to

expenditunes dw!ing the. ensuihg scaZ yeah. Unless thi4 t.6

locompe.i.shed ya,c4y, every drop in egiciency and quatity Witt be attni-

:)0.ted to loco-, rtanniing. Only when ;:ilanning and budget are 6used can the

1-ai teasers 6ai',:uAc be didscovened in education. They 4eldom axe

puteiy economica:. One example o6 thks phenomenon Ls in a mid-western

state to which ()vet one-hate oe the cotZege student's are ennotled in

cr.Inmunity cottcge.6. These institutions opmate at a high nate 06

i_c.,!ncy and actvement white they eceive only 13 percent oe that

.rate's t-cdge.t Sot Ltgbeit education.

we will comment at length later in this chapter on comparative BIA

budgets and the equality of funding. But suffice it to saythat, even

if these seven schools receive an inequitable piece of the total federal

pie, their efficiency and cost-effectiveness can be increased a hundred

fold by appropriate budget and program planning.

have indicated that this recommendation must be carried out as a

joint effort of the tribe and the agency. This is essential since our

data indicates numerous mis-matches between the two in the4T expressions

ot relt needs, rankAd prioiities and program preferences. One alter-

:A7i7e made for accomplishing this recommended action is to let the

'school board speak for the tribe in this planning. The Chairman indicates

this it his intention and we saw evidence of sufficient strength in that

body to do it well.

MASTER PLAN

This section follows quite naturally from the two previous domains, philo-

,c)phy and priorities. At first glance it may seem repetitive, but it is

our opinion that everyday planning, even annual planning are not sufficient.

This evaluation team considers a "master plan" fbr education to be the

logical conclusion in answer toia large number of the concerns expressed-

thp m eConfernces at Choctaw. The Comprehensive Questionnaire, whi

was answered by a representative sample of the participants in Choctaw

education, gave a more resounding agreement on this point than on any/

,ther.(8) The consensus was on this that it is not true that "there

7) cf. CQ, Questions 3,9,12,14,16,23,46,49; Appendices D and E.

o f CO, homaih nupfinh M4, Appoircpq n and F.



.mist'Lc - C:K.ozaw education because everything

Leem.:, to run .5noothly."if) Although tte evaluators made no special

effort to campaign for a "Master Planp" a surprising number of respondents

seemed quite natIral/y to comprehend its meaning. Our assumption is that

eh,.s is a common frame of reference today, common parlance in this era of

"future shock."

By it we simp1,; r,eo: planning which includes not only the element nec-

essar,; to meet rile ;.reds of people today and this year, but also for the

future. 'faster Plan .iould project the needs which will have to be ful-

fj.led 1983. Long-range olanning should be done at least

for a decade. Our assumption is thar t.tis system of planning will fix

:-:an; of the deter,,inatiors to be mad- it the annual and monthly planning.

te.spectutty ,:ccommead thlt thc Choctaw and Chitimacha schooa

...tga,Aze a rcanring :lomma.5ion to plioqAdo ic,77_ the 6utute needs o6 the/Et

,10 ac_, U the .01101 06 oc--"mat,.r.

We adr:t lagiarism in borrowing this term from urban development

Z:at this shouldn't be surprising. Educators boriowed

"accountabilite from financiers, "quality control" from industry and a

host of evaluation tags like "feed back" from electronics: "Master Plan"

for educators in fact, is not unlike tAe purpose for which the urban deve-

lopers u3e'it. It must be comprehensive in that it includes all the facets

of educatior !facilities, personnel, finance, curriculum, training, support

c*ervices, etc.) and it must be longitudinal in scope.

There soom to be efforts in this dirt,ction in the recent evidence given

be Tilbal Education grog dm planning to consolidate early Childhood programs.

But cur c)t);:rvation about, this is Clat ft is backwards. Experimental pro-

tr,..ms should not. be tried in a vacuum, only to find the inevitable short-

comings of a program several years later. Under a master/plan system

every major program decision would have to be made witlzi\n the parameters of

that long-range plan. Instead of backing into decisions the "master plan"

would enable the decision-makers to go about their business in an orderly,

forward manner.

There are several alternatives available to the client in implementing

this recommendation Pie surmise that an outside consultant will be of

special help at the outset of such an effort. Among those institutions

which might be consulted in developing,,,ustem of long-range planning are:

t :ie Center for the Studq -6 Evaluation, 4Vi Designing EdUcation for the

ruture Thiversity Soho 1s of Education in M issippi

and Louisiana,1- the Divisions of P.ynning and Evaluation in t e Mississippi

State Department of Education and therreferences made t'hroughou the nation

9) We admit that th:L5 ,LateTent is not necessarily controvertible and we

recommend that future evaluators take note of this variable:

10) Esp. Marvin. AWr, CSE, 1"LA,
71) r. L. Morphet, 10.2 Lincoln St., Denver, Colorado 80203

12) Especially Northwestern State University at Natchitoches.

"."
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1JA 7ublicat:on entitled "State Educational Assessment Programs.
N(13)

Finally, we think one of the most manageable little models for master

planning, is one which the State of Virginia shared with us. It is called

"Guidelint.3 for Implementing and Relating the Virginia Needs Assessment

Study to standards of Quality and Objectives for Public Schools in

Virginia, 1972-74." In spite of its mouthfull title, it is a mere sixteen

pacxes of excellent planning format and concepts.

71; r_ised in the above section on philosophies about "how

r. st-udents in school," the question of the school year length is

of the planning strategies we have recommended.

The lue6tion nert? is: "What is the feasibility of a more effective use

of persc)npe1, services and facilities in an extended school year?" Like

?:1 the educational domains which we address herein, this question was

,(1/_?,1 r 43 ag in .rIziortant
evaluation concern by a majority of the

Atthoagh key ranked it only twentieth of the thirty-two domains,

special fmperrance in this section (Planning) because it is a good

In point f.,r rlanners. It is a question which has remained untouched

for :rany year:. It is a question which should periodically be reviewed,

reaardless of the posture about what the length of the school term might

e at a given tire.

instruilents were applied in this evaluation for giving insight

t,) th s maLter., r).ley 3re (1) a search of current literature and

experiments with the year-round school in the United States and (2) a

poll of public opinion in the Comprehensive Questionnaire(14)

i-r: ...year-rOund school studies as of 1971. These are reported

and described by the4ational School Public Relations Association as

"'Pilot studies programs" or "feasibility studies."(15) In summary,

some administrators and parents are inclined to favor the school facility

being used during the summer months as a center for enrichment activities,

tut3rial and accelerAted programs. The advantages this team noted were:

increa-;.,d efficienc4
appropriateness in the BIA system of 12-month

teacher contracts, flexibility for thecommunity employment force,

riecreaseedelinquencl., increased
instructional breadth and better use of

nonprofessionals. The disadvantages noted are increased costs, _a

need to coordinate it with non-existent priorities, earlier entry into

th,1 job market, lifticult adjustment to a new vacation schedule and a

pro.f,Pnt,ath/etic programs whicilare seasonal. One of the

rengy,:f'. ..r_Prk:;rgl this subject y-ar-:'ound Education by John

D. *Lain. We recommend'this source for serious consideration of

the questi n At Choo0a00,

13) Edix lonal Tenting Service, Princeton,N.J., 1971, 83 p.p.

!4) d, Domain #20, Ou-::stions 80,85,97;
Appendices D and E.

15) Ai, Yducati,,n STecial Peprt, roJr-Plund School, 1801 Y.Moore

St., Arlington, Va. 22209, *411-13421.

meCutchan Publishing Corp; Berkeley, California, 1973, 299 p.p.

-13-
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The Comprehensive 2uestio.-,nire gave us the following information.

Given proper air-condition:rig it would not be too warm to conduct

school in the summer. There is a great deal of indecision in the

community about the advisability of such a move. And finally, there

is a strong majority who think students-should have the opportunity

to finish formal schooling at an earlier age if they want.

There is not sufficient evidence to prove the value'of year-round

schools from the experimental programs being tried. However, reports

indicate improved public relations and a better laboratory for experi-

mentation. These, of course, are secondary effects, if we understand

the basic reason for this subject's presence in this evaluation. The

\question is whether it should be introduced in all or some of the

Choctaw schools. `ye answer positively, but with some conditions.1

It is OWL tecommendation that the'yeat-tound schoot be inbtoduced on

a voiunteen basis, 6ikst in Choctezceentitial High Schoo'. it shoutd

be intuduced with soitd ptepaA,5tion, assessment, communication and

evaluation ptwiedules designed 46otehand. Another condition we woutd

attach is that at teaching peAsonnet be gain6utty emptoyed eithen in

the yean-tound schooZ expenimeht ot in summe4 teachet tuining in

keeping with the masten peanning being liottowed at any one time.

Admittedly, our primary'reasons for the recommendation are better

teaching and improved cost effectiveness. Furthermore, it must be

clear from this treatment that as an evaluation question, we are less

certain of this recommendation than we are of all the others. It

should be viewed as appropriate subject matter for school board/agency

consideration.

J:1DGET COMPARISONS:

Although the planning aspect of finances was placed low on the list of

priorities, by the local evaluation team and others,(17) it was one of

the three major points made by the principal client in his original
(i8)

request. In defense of the latter we doubt that any serious educa-

tional planners would eliminate it from their list of important matters.

We have settled on treating finances, budgets, expenditures and all

related subjects under the title of Funding Equality. We have verified

that this was the.intent of the concern expressed to us in the needs

assessment. The 7uestion is: "How does Choctaw, compare with other

(BTA) agencics is ere .7 'ncome and in expenditures for instruction,

supportive services and facilities?"

17) 26th of 32 total, Appendix B, p.p.6-7, Evaluation Design.

L8) Appendix A, Project Description, P.2,para.l.
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We are indebted to our colleague and mentor at the Indian Education

Resources *ter, Mr. Warren I. Tiffany, for the important contri-

bution he has made to this subject in his. paper of October 17, 1973f191

rn concert with recommendations for equalized funding made by the

President's Commission, the National Education Finance Project and

(most specifically) by the Robert Davis Associates' Study for the BIA,

Mr. Tiffany has recommended the Pupil-Cost Unit System. This is in

-or,trest with three other basic systems presently or in the,past used

the Bureau of Tndian Affai in allocating funds to schoO4s. We

have studied the Tiffany reco endations is detail and concur\with

them Sri Coto. We know of no b ter answer to the present queetion

T....'.an the adoption of the pupil ost unit system (plus cost-need

.Indinl :12 sn.cic] situations

1.m,,i..!Adation DS this evacuation team is that the ctient, Ditectot

SouTst Agencies, ocpake a COMIZAang atgument in"de6ense o6

t unit system trot the considmtlion o4 the Commisaionek.

.ve heg.cate: to include this important document(20)as an appendix

because of its recency and the fact that we are aware that it is

alread,in the hands of the client. The precise comparative data is

therefore in his possession. (Very few other recommendations made herein

have as widespread intent towards problem solving as this one).

rnrerestfictly enough the majority.of respondents to our questionnaire do

not consider their schools to be "poor" in the sense that they are

provided insufficient funds to do the job well(21)This team is cognizant

oethe quirks in the BIA funding system which gave rise to a critical

shortage in C4octaw,education at the close of FY 73. We cannot but insist

that, qiven'the fulfillment of the "equality funding" recommendation,

this problem would have to rest s4uarely on the shoulders of tlie Choctaw

Agency officials. We believe they are more than equal to that task.

FACILITIES:

A twoioed tccommendation suqaceS tinom out study o4 the educationat

4acitities 61 the seven schools o,4 this evatuation. (1) thtee school

ptants, at Standing Pine, Tucket and Chitimacha, need tmmediate attention

kepait to b/ting those liacitities'up to an acceptable condition 4ot

teatning and sakty; f2) the Mastet Nan itelieAted to be6ote must . include

a ptojection 4o4 needed new 6acitities, simitat to the ptanning-in pu-
s

gtess at Chitimacha.

These recommendations are made primarily from on-site visits to these

facilities and as a result of this team's comparisons with our standards

19) "Promot:ny Equality of Educational ,)nportunity Through Fund

Allocation", rERc, Box 1788, Albuquerque, N. M. 87203

2121 !hid.
21) 4ppendices n ,And e, main %2(, 1,1uost,on #63
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as edeca tors and our kr.vledge of other school facilities both on and

off the Choctaw and Cnitimacha reservations.

Our instrument'showed that 80 percent of all people questioned agree

that the school buildings are in "good condition", while only 86 percent

disagreed1221This leads us to believe that, even though the general

opinion is that our recommendation is not a critical one, we admit to

being more than usually concerned with the safety of the school children.

For example, there is, in our opinion a dangerLus tendency afoot in all

these schools to :.:e mobile homes to t tisfy educational space needs.

We seriously discourage this. We hate reliable testimony to the serious

fire hazard in that type of prefabricated construction.

Hopefully these -,tutions will 4,e taken into account by the recommended

master plant :any c,-,runission.
Finally, that same body must make note of

the logical conclusion to be drawn from the expressed need for,iocal

(Mississippi-Louisiana) consultants in all future construction! 1

SCHOOL BOARDS:

The school board at the Choctaw Agency is a very viable and dedicated

group. They admitted that they were in no position to assume educa-

tional advisory authority until such time as they had the opportunity

to learn the governmental regulations outlining the parameters of their

function.

With the Tribal Office taking the initiative to acquire Fbderal titled

education funds, the school board will find itself in the role of

either arbiter or coordinator between tribal educational thrusts and

81A policy. We hope it will be the latter.

The Board must keep in mind that it is BIA policy for the school admin-

istrator to work with school boards and help develop an effective

working relationship to assure community participation and responsilieness

on the part of the school to community needs, as well as an appreciation

on the part of the community of Federal requirement and limitation on

the amount of Federal resources available:
'24)

We find that the School Board is representative of the total Choctaw

community. They havo a very positive attitude about education and, thru'

their own experience aid observation, they are acquiring directional

insights into the process of planning and administration of the Choctaw

system. Most of the people know who their school board representatives

are(25)and thee /ike trol way they operatc(26)

22) Appendices D and E, Domain 027, Question 083.

23) Appendices D and E, Domain 027, Question 096.

24) Bureau of Indian Aftair5 Manual - 62 BIAM, 17.6

25) CQ, Appendices D and E,-Domain 029, Question 070.

2F) Ibid., Question 042.
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Before January 1974 the Choctaw School Board will have made their

intentions known to the Bra Central Office as to their plans for

contracting. Hopefully they will not attempt to "bite off more

than they can chew." We tend to trust they will not.

(C make no twigt kecommendation with kegakd to the Achoot board

since .t cs oult 4inceke hope that the entikety otc tkLa evatuation will

be supportive and hetp6ut to them in .their decision, This has been

ouA intention 6kom the beginning. No doubt tita i4 a4 close a4 this

t2am witt come to using a ctotat batt. We believe that the Achoot

u and will pkobabty contuet Aomeoli the education support 4ekvice4

at th,i4 time and gtaduatty move unfit 1916 when it will contkot much

the school operations. 16 that be the cue, We humbly submit that

they should take a hand took at these planning evatuations, since they

wilt be the pkincipat education ptanneA4 bon the Choctaw and Chitimacha

2eopte..

-17-
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IV - CURRICULUM

The instructional province of this evaluation appears second in an

order of eight. Logically we placed planning in first place because

we want to emphasize the fact that without planning all the others

will suffer. Curriculum was heavily weipted in the prioritization

exercise with the other seven provincescl) This is as one might

expect it; the curriculum is at the very heart of an educational

entity.

In order to expedite the client's review of the final evaluation

report, we want co erphasize the position curriculum holds in the

3600 evaluatioL

Of the eight education provinCes, curriculum is number 2. Of'the

thirty-two prioritized domairs, curriculum concerns are in the top

third of the total list of problems. They ere as follows: Career

education (1); Individualized instruction (4); Continuity of

instruction (7); Reading (8); Curriculum guide (10); Coordination

of 1nstruct.ons (11); Mathematics (13).

CAREER EDUCATION:

There is every indication that educational options in all BIA schools

snibuld be increased. The area of career education must be seriously

considered as an integral part of the education process from K-12

so that skills and attitudes, relative to the world of work, reinforce

a decision in favor of advanced and /or occupational education.

Statistics ceneerning e.pployment indis-ate that the national e4ucational

process falls shOrt in adequate occupational counseling. As a result

there are human resources who are ill-equipped to compete in the world

of work academically and vocationally.

This inadequate approach to education has been generated by our con-

cept that the only good education is-an education capped by four

years of college. This tends to be snobbish, undemocratic and a reve-

lation of why sehools fail so many students. "NO student should be

counseled to ge, to eollege,unless his studies will lead to a goal set

by that student. It does not have to be a career goal, but it must be

one which is personal and relevant to the student, not to his parents

or teacher. Onr intellectual snobbishness regarding college has

damaged many young people and is crippling our educational system."(2)

1) Appendix B, Evaluation Design, P.6., para.3,

2) Vocational Education: .innovations Revolutionize career Training,

National School Public Relations Association,1971, P.18,para.4.
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attortL,

t:culaat.on team's questionnaire show that 91.8 percent
r2,2icated that all the Choctaw schools must give greater

the !1s.iness of preparing children for careers in their
=1,-4,-,-yor, 88.2 percent of the responses felt that a student

f_har,ce to choose between an academic, vocational or
t cat studj.(3)

:y..::.a227ties in the coming decade indicate that only
,) one IP five- require a baccalaureate degree or higher educe-

Si_ftee thete ate .wonted goveument ,doh cauen
:c7,:o.t, the Choctaw Agency should Puutate paicy
!,,c!ation

fr:

know: ,?

;4e the present vocational course offerings should

c occupational areas in one program, rather than
pr..)-gramr for each specific job. The idea of job

location to another, depending upon the
pAr:.1 a.J1 a parulcular iocation.

-ion here is, "Assuming that individualized instruction
:sanding of each child to determine his own pursuit of
,, what alternatives do the Choctaw schools have to

and 10 of the questionnaire relate to the'concept
instruction. However, 65.9 percent feel that the slow

Schools often hold up tho rest of the class from
the teachers have to wait on them. 49.4 percent

re are instances where fast learners have the opportunity
Ludes when they have accomplished given assignments

dhead ,r students. 46.4 percent (the highest percentage figure
ct .; the students in Choctaw schools are treated as indi-

1,1,7 :.0t riven they time and resources to progress at their own
Jr- stuJ7t5 r

n-tances whore individualized instruction occur, the
-n af: "moth's f*.pt_.rancii" throughout the Choctaw

,-ttonal trend In , it :on 1,- toA-dr,1 :r1,viluAized i 5truc' ion.

,,,Lou the excessive number of
!eac,ler. tu, student-paraprofessional-teacher ratio is ideal to
! r,, 1 ,T1Pt t ,77,-1 program that would serve as a model for individual --

r 1--- :1 calf' the DIA schoni

F, Domain #1,Quu:,,,tion 2 and 7.

,,uatinn ne:-.4/n

124, low, 1,6,10.



However, the teachers who claim that they operate on the principle of
individualization rely heavily on a single text and use the teacher-aide
as a service agent to cover the number of students rather than to discern

learning differenccg.

The. Agency zchoo6 zee and tecognize the impottance o4 thiz appkoach to

eJucation. The Agency adminattation zhowed acquite conzuttantz who woad
CoAdinate the ttailiZng o4 teachetz, aide's and the pkovaion o6 matvaatz,
supp&:ez and equipnnt-6L the impeemeetatZon o4 the individuatized apptoach
to instiuction.

There is nothing new or magic about Individualized Instruction. Good

teachers have pzovided for the individual needs of each and every
student, and pz(wide this service on an hour -to -hour, day-by-day basis,

and do not pay lip service to another "innovative" teaching method to
impress their supervigor. It recraires-extensive planning, organization,

oresight and effort to ,meet the needs of each and every student that

_inters a teachers' t..?em during the day.

Indivadualized Instruction is an emphasis which has been fathered by a

recent and valid interest of educators in the affective domain. "Assess-

ment in the affective domain is relatively new in the field of education.
Educators have undertaken the challenge to deal with student and teacher

attitudes. There are few instruments commercially available to be used

a large group basis with which changes in attitude can be quantitatively

observed and measured."(6) It is the good effect on the cognitive domain
that is made by an *proved attitude in students which individualized
1-Ist,uction attempts to accomplish. This evaluation has addressed itself

to t: le task ,of aathering baseline data in the affective domain for teacneraa

wo hope w.:11 he useful tf:, Choctaw and Chitimacha decision-makers.

the preliminare findings q7yhat attitudinal study are given in the

appendices of this report. A fuller report will be given the client

when the entirety of the data has; been received from all the teachers.

We have not prr'bed the area of the affective domain among students except

!n our C.,7,m2-12,-nsivE cplestipnnaire. There are valuable, positive indices
therein which should be taken into account by the trainers for individu-

alized instruction. (8)

((jNTIWITY:

Irogram re:a*, ?-hi'rfstrtion acfiTties are strongly interrelated.

Important to the suci:ez;s of any educational endeavor is a coordinated cur..

riculum which meets the needs of population mobility. Knowledge of pro-

gram and how to project it also lends itself to a form of continuity.'Of

thn seven schools in the 'hoctaw Agency there is no representative steering

committee to asst to a coordinated, continuous growth toward educational

6) Arkansas State Pc t. of EdtiC.,1973, Needs Assessment,Little Rock,Ark.
Chapter Ur - Affective Domain, P.29

7) AppendicesF and G, An Attitudinal Study of TEachers.

8) CQ, Appendices D and E, Domain 21,Questions 66,69,79,88 and 98.
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.%eistlng goals and objectives vary from school

to
it.t7e1f roadblocks any effort to coordinate instruo-

ticnal 'r ;'and L-5tahlfsh any' sense Of cqntinuity that would allow

fo:
i-sirsft.r from one school to another.

When jot co, ide.r s'At tilt. Titled programs are
"overlayed" on the

Aion,c7g 04uct_i3.2a;
,7,Nif/ict 1:.,ises in program projection and

a'Tvir:.:it.r, r.
?arying philtsophies.

:t toger%ior
committee to allow for

7 ri 4--,?r,-f,-3rl priorities.

1;U-)

tit'.

on tile.' d% Oat a luVr;oth.m Committee be ()Agonized

, (0 C(1-' 4 'Hi 1.;1
4oin chapten 04

thf! mien soctions o6 this

_7]
t. .-ani,1,7 to refer to harmony

we urge that it be.

sac,, A% 4 7 :urr2culim ,-lrmittee. We respectfully

3tIqw7f! cqt of continuinj be -,ladened to embrace the

r3ttf-r C":1_'''t 3 e,lucation." JorcYrie rruner warns that' doing one

"w2worthy of a:: a species." (,q)

AC/uIrlr-the
CY!',J,1 r4 CI, peopl,- we que.ltioned

in the 1eE conrerences. re ranks (#8) on the list of critical

trese sev,na srheois.
Furthermore one item was

have 4 reat deC
of the tper,rs
able .L77:()z-r-a- 7,;

state that fall'

n tint
f'orrect:o., r)r

r,rob.:et

t," the critical nature

r-. 'Lre cnildren in Choctaw schools

nr difficulty in learning to read." (10) Ninety percent

'To the Limited extent to which we can cull valu-

ii the standardized tests administered, we can further

1.1,7 pvcble is indeed critical. Another indni5,f the

_ _.= L.-, the :act that 300 of the 1300 students

-
in the ViLLe I Programs in Dyslexia'

-:, #1 Reading. Add to this general definition of the

Jokr,n,, cleit Read," and we know

wo- are
L

on r
,-c

we make:
re-trlyn'

9)

1.)} t. r

2) .'

IP IS ! 4!.'; 1,
tr /0/1

steece of the prcblem in,/ %kith o ,4 r,. r:Acubendation

; to th,l: >co 144) solution sfiort Of

12r.

I toi

)
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r...319yc_
reading process is the language interference

factor Ke actvpted to anRly an instrument in this evaluation to

plot the, 1..in:maqe profile(1') in the Choctaw, and Chitimacha communities.

This 3 MO?' 9 precise description of Native and Iinglish language

dominan: - than have from the bilingual information from the coml-

prohen questIonnaize. (14) Our first attempt at using this instru-

irie:it 1"" "u: th rjrado teachers failed, but we still think it is

vert, rf- irr.. .4.s:.4es..;ment of the language profile of the Choctaw

main soc ces, the CQ and our structured interviews

on th, -"or further .cady of this issue we refer the reader

- *be respon.;:es to Statements #53 and 459 bn the

-s ,.P?rce.ntage of all respondents agree that "students

'V ff.i-st come to school because they don't under-

3:1 ld ;1,1 Rut there is ser.Zous variance in opinions about

problem! Administriitors, parents and teachers

.re vor, ,j, ,..,Irplexed perhaps; while the students, school

; ;
highlg recommend a bilingual program.

r,
...2:tioli are much more complex than that. This

evdIT! A ), r -01%-%:!11 bilingual education to the Choctaw schools,

as ,
Chapter VI (Special Programs). But he perplexity of

az gat 3 ,ators and teachers is justified on this point. The

;- directly related to the oral language problem. A

ch '1 iho 11,),s hificulty speaking English will have even more difficulty

Oir J:1' ,..oLcernina the reading problem is closely related

to our recownlition about bilingual education. But it is more than

Lt f f-his one conviction. Unless and until every classroom

:4:F::14 teacher, there will continue to be a critical

rea/in c In seven schools. It is in this light that we

tcc,erm?ed q.onZiied phonia !Leading pkopam be Zatoduced to att

the N.a.:2L.7..,
which i.a.based on diatogue and a Aimptiiied 1o4 to

(oft '16) /ntensitie in- service training will be necessary, but

Is. 'feel: t to ,-each of all these teachers no; later than the summer

of 1974 . , involves no new materials like programmed

reauer 4 to be very effective in schools similar to those

in question

cv.77.
r fc r t-, liern-.4, but Is cumbersome

ar,,

?-aaqaqc Instrument -E. remnant, Southwest Research
13) S`._,epr

74)

713;0::

cc), A:
'h) 11-repie, N. M.,

t. ad E, Domain 4

7973.

.
Questions 31,33,44,51,53 & 59.

7 '

=, e15.

r_At . in rnt Systems, Glendale, Calif.
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In Lhe various -phools visited in the Agency, there was no indication

t:-.at a curriculum guide was in existence, being used, or even being

considered for program projection.

As a result, implementation of curriculum is haphazard. Curriculum

material is r'irimal, there are no professional magazine of quality to

inspire curriculum planning advancement.

Teachers relatively new to the Agency bring with them the latest

techriquesflearned from. their last encounter with teacher training.

When the request for information relative to curriculum guidelines,

there appeared to be a very disinterested response.

arz Agency fommittee mu.6t be waned that wilt produce a

.-fua.U.ty cuitAicuium guide. Curriculum is and should be the basis, for

budqet projection and justification. Information gleaned from the

iu:,,stionnaire would indicate that curriculum is definitely not at the

hui c,f budget c-lrole-..7tion.

COORDINAPIC,S:

An essential part of our review and evaluation has been an observation

of the interaction between instruction and administration. It is our

opinion that either or both of them could be ideally efficient and

still fail to produce good results if they weren't coordinated.

The .:lucational question we drafted for this aspect of the evaluation

was the rather lengthy question posed in the evaluation design(17)

uu summary comments on the five parts of the question will be given

72r t, fol:nwed ^y d comprehensive recommendation for improved coordi-

Li:lur..

(1) The division of labor is unequal, due to varying talents
and motivation of instructors, but could be improved by

better supervision.

(2) Th,? z:oordirdtion between communities is lacking and should

be a responsibility shouldered by the School Board.

(3) The r.-:..3ponsi7,r_ness of agency management is good except for

the handling of purchases.

(11 ..otwee,n the schools andLbe tribe is good at

,:hoctaw Central and Chitimacha, and laffleing at the other

five schools due largely to the distances.

17) Apnendtx 8, Pane 22.
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,:,hd schedules prove to be satisfactory

should be revised if certain ones of the recommenda-,

:iJns in this report are adopted. (eg.the year-round

14'2 w 411.Ltt anuat coneetence be, hetd eot inAttuctot4 and
tc al.*: that dikietenca and to agtee on thak

1"-le lijer purposes would therefore be information and

.c r; , 7'2 TIC conferene should be chaired by a designated per-
wIth group process. The agenda for the conference

--7" ''*-7a? ;rd disseminated beforehand after representa-

t:A. :r :1 insrruetion and administration have met with
, on the topics for discussion and decision.

sr ,,e 3tmblance of a Master Plan and program overview
%:L0 ledgeable progiam coordination.

t:i.inz.; seem to dominate the educational scene in
ar program coordination comes after a sum of money

4!-- roc.- I ,tta:Aed Governmentaiwrestrictions. This results in
'W'71. *1!-Iter than program coordination.

1h, L4, rogram, the Head Start Program and the Physical
E4,1-1,sr,n Prngran at Central are all indicative of whimsical program

zl'i /' resulting from these programs are based on lack
Agency and Tribal administrator, individual

scnooll .sue ri r::.,trator.;, teachers and aides.'

A h._(3 a-s, z;-:ent oust be coordinated between Tribal government and
- If either authority acquires funds without

m,tual un.ieic'canding and consent then these problems will continue.

To acquire Fed era/ funds just for the purpose of acquisition is folly
and nc :a5tn,J nrogram impact. Funds and programs must be used
to 1,o43ter that which ls good and experiment with programs that pro-

ject 0- he future.

YATREMA'"IC.7.

fin,1 .--nsideration in this evaluation is this one which

askel thL: schools are hay.::ng the same problems with

)11th #-J-,0 nation is experiencing. The answer is yes,

t-102 ' ,coducd the re,ultr it was designed to give.

In acme ,t,;(,/,_.Nts seem to have done better under previous

1pprcac.

4itt10;, or,. . _2clalist on the national scene told us there
A r*itto", we can ,Iniu insist that, if that be

-25-
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the case nationally, the teachers in the schools being evaluated here
are struggling with poor results in system they refer to as "new math".

Mathematical.concepts may be difficult to master, but there is little
difference between "new" and "old" math, the concepts are,there, the
methods and techniques employed by the teacher to teach these concepts
vary. It is the teachers' responsibility to become innovative and
creative to find ways to help students solve any "hang - ups" they may
encounter during the transition period between the "new" and the "old"
versions.

W -.ecommend that the math cut/Lieut.= be Adated to the =tea education
ptogAami. It is the opinion of specialists in that field that business
math, industrial math, domestic math and the like are meaningful ways
to approach the problem. By way of conjecture we propose that two matters
should be attended to by curriculum planneri, introduction of the metric
system and the use of calculating-computer machinery.

Curriculum has meant a system of study designed like the "race track"
from which it derived its name. One must be careful not to apply the
original analogy too closely. Oecourse, students are not horses,
there are no cheering spectators to watch their progress and students
invest more than a quarter of their lives in it, while racers compete
for a mile and a quarter. The currieplum of studies must change to
met the ever-changing demands of students and their times. "Revision"

1:s the umbrella of our recommendations. The more comfortable system
Is alwais the "tried and true." In the matter of curriculum, they're
often more "tried" than "true."

-26-
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V - EVALUATION

roference to this subject carries with it the deep convic-
ci tax about the meaning and importance of evaluation. Our

of ?v..-,luation is, "the process of clarifying a set of infor-
macri n,c)7:-, and collecting, analyzing and reporting information to

necds."(1) This has been the context in which the pres-
ep' L'Oe': flamed. It is the same concept we are offering to the

th.?sc schools as helpful and necessary for them on a
&sis. A constant reappraisal of educational approaches and

,,_ able lf rational decisions are to be made between
,__-lat:_ve.71 available. Without this continuous process

c: f _-;r.:ators and instructors cannot make even the ad
ch-_)i:es which confront them daily in an age of "Future

:lost ,-n %u:-.1:.t,nn formulated by this investigation was:
..rna evaluation should be applied in the Choctaw

In r-.Li_onse to this we make note of our findings on how

fs carried out now, give some cautions about it
aid ;te giJe cur recommendation.

Al- , 3hould be organized in such a way that external
one) should be an extension and an audit of the

conti.:aGas, internal evaluations. In most school systems in the Bureau
)f --(1.1)% ,'d'fairc, this is a growing trend. Xt should be such that any
7r t e,raluator could come in and complete the external

ard minimal intervention.

7ne cautIons-we; offer are our "own, but they are born of immediate experi-
rnce wit,% the ,no ,:taw and Chitimacha Schools. Again, like the majority
of Cnited State:-; education institutions (that we know of), they have
their cva71*:_nr suit nn backwards. They begin with a highly quantified
,rpr,,ac", ,o ,32hievement (testing) and proceed to a check on

ac tho instructional and administrative levels fromlhat.
w :hen;- f.r.ti- ,',,cation should be the reverse. An information-based

-A::+17.1 form the foundation of educational evaluation,

c ".),7t:11.:-based and "hard" checks should serve to sub-
,-:)f ft. The political "soft" considerations of

c4r more than has been the practice at Choctaw
7

4nrther c14t-'(q2 extension of the first. Every effort must be made
Avoi4 Charter.'; an Jones describe it, "the evalu-

i) A. 3t,-nner, ibid.
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tier. I

formar,A, A -

nity

their

.:;ey indicate four levels of relatively "soft"

_ mako or break an internal (and an external) evalua-
_ riitu,:ic,nal commitment, structural context, role per-

persective; to which we would add another, conmu-
would indicate, again, the major issues which

reorme in a given community about the effects of

add g ,ths?

attuir,t,

Ciwtaw School Boatd and the BIA Agency deMgn
miatuation az an exten4ion so6 the pne.sent

:.:,Liation4 and adding new poi, ad that nee& demand.

Befcr, - ly eorwrnt:14 on "drop-outs" and the testing aspects of
_ we yuc,t-e Stenner at length due to the appropriateness

cf tc the :tbov recommendation OA institutionalizing evalua-

7 '! dr! _,

evalw- )1 .

bureau-r7.

1-or 4v-_,

tunXtelj
antit;-_toc.;

,, 25 1' criz relative to the design, installation, and opera-
le educational bureaucracy. Educational evaluation

a9, deel5lodmaking tool, not an exercise in arithmetic. The
of this point is found in the increasing use of

dement in the decisionmaking process. This "inno-

7iewed as a threat to the existing traditional,
':ational arrangements. To many in the educational

,t:an will be viewed as a disturbing, if not outright
Its promise to provide more valid information

not guarantee it an open -armed welcome. Unfor-

so.le who will view more rational decisionmaking as
!die inevitabli? benefit of evaluation will be

'Iciencu ,'Iffeativeness, realized through the identifica-

redundant as .- 2 rz3 ineffoctive programs and activities. The
thre.i the ex15t.n7; (:,Ijanization caused by these developments should
not tc overlooked by those charged with evaluation responsibilities. If

thP _tzve of evalu'-ion is to impact the decisionmaking process, ways
must b- found to build support for evaluation in both its design and
inst4,1,tion phases {1

ABSEM

r

1dtr-
r tr)rir

t if! r
due

Drop-

Cht-t,ly

dents wIr; I

2 Or.

3) A.

deeply interested in
into the following

drop-out problems at
*2.-at the subject with

this question. We trans-

question. "What is the
Choctaw, and what are
relative "short shrift"

not'necessarily a great problem in the
7mentary schools only one school had 5 stu7
in Choctaw Central 11 appeared on the rolls

Non-Events in Program Evaluation. p. 5,

r, November 1973.
vi ex,' of Information-Based Evaluation, p. 13

rtniz 2249
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inforzation could be obtained relative to

icasr, 3 "w:-,:-.-_-abouts." Eighteen students left because of marriage,

fift r. me leave and failed to return, and eight accepted

Circor alng w;th adequate counseling in the endeavor of
instr'e:tion can serve as a bulwark against the potential
drop---Pit rate when tribal employment has been satiated.

q=?: 2 :,- -)mAlitation between BIA and Tribal officials is a cru-
_11 Choota-; ..:J/tare.

_ we make about students leaving school before

= :_,11 education is in conjunction with the suggestion
.; i -nd fourth chapters of this report on planning and

---2- ._!:1 't,,-.orrimmei that the mats tmaanning conth.sion take cog-
., , i x to -;_naude 4)1 tha,in phiasophie6 and poticie.s thAee

contLutation education (frt. drop -outs) and
e_auoat;_Ca.(4)

:,e absenteeism to Chapter 7 (Transportation) since
.-AlC 12'7 sce the absentee problems as almost entirely due

r) tit.? problem.

in.:: ?:ark: f2ndings give a fuller picture of this part of evalua-

tion is ,i- re.lt cf rile opinion poll. (5) Choctaw parents bear the
c'Lldren completing their formal education. Signifi-

1.0_ respondents to our questionnaire are convinced that
(-?ucc.tion survival. The majority, especially parents, insist that

r.ot he "zdvanced" in school if they miss 30 days of school.
rt with oar impression, the informants believe there

today in a goad education among'the Choctaw and
Chit.ina people than there ever has been. We are convinced of it.

TESTING':

concouLing educationat .testing in . these .Seven
t task goner be organized to make a compitehen-

,L r.zoti2L4 ;co-, to to the cuvticutwn committee well begone the
1,(;,0,r aovr 74-75.

nrgen .and, rather than dwell on the

wo prefer to emphasize thc
such an id ho,:. greup

JiAtdclile available to them in the

"T ti t Americans . "(6)

3;) Aterblc.nce rec7o,:(1: or ..t -Anal year 72-73.

4) CO, Appendix E, Domuin #12, Question $20.

"2, /10',0116i,,, 4V,-.4 F. Domain 12, Questions 20,
,r

dismal state of this
positive aspects of
as we have recommended
monograph entitled

22, 24, 26, 28, 35

6) fnd,ln Affiirs, Indian Education Resources Center, July 1972,
Box 1,,qh, Atb,,;frque,Now Mexico 87103. (complimentary)
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:el, primary ons were taken in the development of this BIA policy

St on ''adept testing:

' at , i:!_irdized tests developed on population norms, having as

p .-arq purpose the ranking of students on inferential scales

they 1 45e .compared with one another, should be phased out in

rd "qt firm manner, except as specified (in this policy),

L

crrt : _-referenced tests tied to curriculum content and
-Klucationa/ and behavioral objectives become the

of i:Fiolco."(7)

this section by'describing a profile of opinion

-1t=s and the managers of testing in the Choctaw and

n 1 C.;., .

-),t,:--tesrfng in these schools. There is an awakening atti-

iahcs with "regard to testing and a distinctive interest
might be proposed and adopted by a testing commit-

cecommended.(8)

pceiimlnary repoft that "the greatest need fcir evalua-

of teacher evaluation. Competency is central to the

,:,.uation should take. We insist on (competency) from the

,t lasist on ever-increasing competency from the teach-
. .

on this matter in that report was warranted, we think,

a national trend and from our preliminary findings in

we applied.(10) Teacher training is a subject

the next chapter. But our comments on evaluation

If we were not to record the fact that those training
N_ irrelevant unless they are planned according to known

,179s. Let it be very clear that, though we are not
.ftlanue contracting with teacher appointments, we are

that it is our opinion that teachers are at the very

..-o:itro/ for education. There must never again be a

,he "inspector general" syndrome that we understand
:lc1 in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. There must be a

however, wherein a "master teacher" assists
-owl', if students are going to improve. The "master

01 -'bserves teachers, counsels them with regard to

their plans for continued in-service and
cvlci maintains an open channel of communication with

,N1loy-makers generally. We recommend that in the
teacher- supenvi4ot 6utliitt the note de6enibed a mazteh

a smatm 4choots, this 'wee be Wted consVen-
i,noipaP.

E, Domain #17, Questions 45, 48, 52, 55.

op,, 12. paragraph 4.

znrl o
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Just as students have many rights which are not properly respected in

the system of testing, so too do teachers have rights and responsibili-

ties which would be respected if this recommendation were adopted.



VI - SPECIAL PROGRAMS

In the sixties the "New Society" emphases did much to enhance U. S.

education's move into the arena of experiment, especially for "minority

group" children. Special problems were giv!en special attention under

the aegis of compensation by a federal government that admitted neglect.

Most of th,ps assistance was organized in the National Defense Education

Act and lazyer, later off-spring, the'Elementary and Secondary

Education Act. Although many of the problems identified were national

problems, fr ro?dirg and mathematics, they were found to be especially

critical aiJong m,pority croups. Indian children received a share of

this on- bust- cr aide. The seven schools at Choctaw and Chitimacha

received sc,Ilt- :raterials and equipment for their schools. Three special

programs were born at these schools as result of this movement. One

failed, one was eminently successful and holds its own as a continued

experiment. the "Follow Through", "Head Start" and Title I

Compon:;atc., J#;x2 Programs. We comment, in due order, on each of

them here. to?(:i.lier with a recommendation of three new programs. But

most imx,rt-aniZtt we suggest an integrated incorporation of these, to

break the lrvijam of confusion'brought about by a proliferation of

special programs.

This evaluation team concurs with,' the. basic intent of the laws which

gave ri:e c the:t. phenomena in the schools. We believe in compensatory

measare6 i -:xpf;imontal programs and innovative programs to improve

schooling by applying the latest educational research to the classroom.
What we do take issue with is a national tendency, to throw money on

troubled water::: in the anticipation of great-benefits for children.

Special are needed to attack special problems in the form of

special programs. But unless those special programs are integrated

with the "re7ular program" (the one which has been going, on for years),

then certain chaof: will result. This haseen the critical ractOr in

the cases or Head Start and Follow Through. One integrated and one aid

not. re roJta],l/o be seen if that factor has been sutticientiy insisted

''..1.ZG(frams

READ .Y.1-1:1i".

EXTSTTNC SPECIAL PROGRAMS

4,*

This t i grail has oceol a vex-#.1 beneficial addition to education .ind child

care in evt:r7 sector of the country in which it has been introduced.

Head St4* ,chrued be otended to evety chitd in the Mi64a4ippi and
Lou p/ comm!ririxica, However, it should incorporate the recommendations

we make be row with regard to beginning instruction in the Choctaw language

for the six CIAart, ,:ommunities.
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Band of Choctaw Indians are to be commended for their

criiicy of "Alla Chopinta Akosh Ummona," Little Children- First!

Pror. -?vaivators point of vantage, it can be said that the main

elenontq of success in Head Start are parental participation and the

"tenJor alg!" of its constituent children.

lortIcn' Pb-riOLP;M:

r*:**-?, t7:-:'7 program was designed to capture the startling

A.0",, (-0- the Head Start program, follow it through and apply it to

c!,,173rooms of early childhood education in the schools (K -3). It
,nseasn.s cE this evaluation team that this 'experiment is a

"money-on-troubled-waters" syndrome we referred

'7 _roll more than that, of course. For example, we

dcr': ;,af;ic conclusions from our investigation of Follow Through.
(,) rA3,, (university of Arizona) Early Education Model seemed

q_-to sound ethicarionally. (2) But politics (i.e. people) didn't give
The tribe made a sound decision in experimenting

,eru attempt. But communications, that is, integration

w,t2, #Y, -oallE4 "regular program" was virtually non-existent, so
th.,t it ;,,as bc.rn a healthy baby in every way except that it couldn't

7-or.,ath, !

uu task question which we posed for this evaluation was advisedly

4wnat rre the bf,st of the Follow Through program aspects and strategies

A::c.11 r tr, :ncorporated in the regular program?" We avoid the

q14.2ct_2,,,n 01 w4at should be done with the experiment after six years

and nearly 2 million dollars in expenditures(41 There are observable

(?ffticts from Follow Through. The open classroom approach to
0(4c:cation is advisable, when it is introduced gradually

(-r.o,,u-Lti, as it was in Great Britianc2) Not only at Choctaw,

In.; all Oior the United States, this innovation was practically "imposed"

as a nostrum with expected over-night results.

A national ,,aluation (3) of all'the Follow,Through models also points

to ,:n rls,d='2.7b1,-, "Hawthorne effect" among the parents,)of the students

In itt,!_,-2 And this is good, should be learned by the educators

in tn.J regular program. It seems the Follow Through Program at Choctaw
v,iffca/7y, with the parents, but failed to communicate

rozi:mtallii, with their colleagues in the middle and upper grades. This

1,tt-or romnYntc3tion is the "integration" we referred to above.

rJt, _ will continue to he an important focus for the

iiLbJi r,ri A4t!ncy administrators. It is quite possible that the recent
attervts t-o c,,ozdinate all early childhood programs will be the best

appir,:ation "Alla Chopinta Akosh Ummona" yet.

I) By c(;ntrar with the per pupil 'cost in Head Start of $790 for 412 chil-

4,0i, tAif;. tp,o;- Follow Through PPC is $113 for 372 children.
education,' Saturday Review of Education,P.58,11/6/73.

1, "interim evaluation of. Follow Through," Stanford Research Institute,

Monk) Park, California 94025, Feb. 1973.
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TITLE I:

"Title Z oF the Elementary and Secondary Educ,iLioa
Federal aid-to-education progiam, was passed in 19t,5

cia1 ,Isistance to local ::school districts in 1,11.111,

special p!cjroms for eduoationally depriv'id chill. -n
mentary program, designed to upgrade the ednea 10,1 1

di-advantaged backgrounds, 3114 not zt

!Al' to th,: facts thAt a comprehensive revii.w 1 ;_ci in process

mt-nt Mg of this evaluation and tk.,1, low prloritv of concern

aboit Lt la ccninninity, we have limited our 1,Doli ,Jt It to a ner.,_..11

asse,-;qme.2t.

Largest
try pr oljoe finan-

-11;

It i; sapple-
c,u

7 ai.d proqram.
(

Cor3.Lct.e,1:'i, these special programs nave xperi., 'ud

bOginnin9 tIle first days (even months) of scho,!. Yhn

for this =17122, to outside the Choct, Agonc

ryes we _ ,-,,_!-4rly impressed with the vest is co,
spu,.e >7L J act that Dr. Shedd is its in.; r 4Lot

qitively distant from this experIbl.nt ()

Tcco Gettlt L : are made by this evaluation cequ, pill .11 ,.-

to litIc I endeavors.

01,,'

t,r

f1) t t I foiytami mu/St not (bi, e.- 6ventaq themsa+ v.i. on the

pTogum, but must int.:4.:144A,,,! poLth.tte

mo6tet ptar and phito4ophy.06 soJwce,

lAnimeils and instucto,c, 4hcufii ex.itteate themseiva

:L ex,vieme 6a6cination wah k.,1 the uffledzat

'ad,aq rt./log.1am, netying mote heaviZy di/

io pkodace the desiked tesats io ,

d:r' l,tt tl-; iArLi 1T-sponsored Alcohol and b .

II programs in educa 7

1,c Lc) be special supplement

L,;v1- f- 14. i to supplant the regular f,?,- r.

, e f the times" in 11

7 ! (4c, far to transform them f

.;. , of the facultn ado, olistr ic,o c. tao(s their
, 0, , ,-ink2atvil. and suppl,';,,qntal nroyrams.

(AIN of ;;1" )GVAILS :

f, 2 t program in the sens,,,

tom tic, 11,4,-,111 gol,crnmont to public (3t

;Pirabor -;tlz,-,brents.

;rit io I Sya,v5is 1974, f, h

ir!' t, c4vAd, University of Alolpu q_1 A
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'',:i7.1ey funding has been utilized at only one location in

f .4ississippi, approximately $10,000 annually for twenty-
-Its zn two schools in Jones, County,

pozspctive of this evaluation was limited to the educational
n tLe two reservations in Mississippi and Louisiana, we make

in this regard.

hcorever, is the related subject of quality of education
schools versus Mississippi State schools. A striking 52% of

;::, our questionnaire, and 73% of the studentbody res-
't!le public (State) school students learn better than

-1 , :,;,#12e reservation schools."(6) Were this a fact 4 it
,:tc-ble We think it hasn't been sufficiently proven" but

t st,?ady dose of "self-image" medicine based on the equality
opportunities.

:7"ECIAL PROGRAMS NOT IN PROGRESS

117.1e, to the proliferation of programs in the chapter on
consider this traffic jam of special programs to be

f f4' Li -he sue malaise suffered in schools all over this country.
;t length on special programs which are not, but should be

znolfmcfl in some Choctaw schools. But we will do so in a way that we
.>:314,2ge the schools from the present confusion.

rrick:ATION:

-1,,,F1 that bLeinguat, education be gtaduatty intkodueed in the
"hoctaw 4chooa due to .the pkedomimanee of the native

tIte_ tangdage o6 the majonity.

c.,:ational question which this evaluation asks is "does the lang-
vr.li2,1 31' the Choctaw communities indicate a need for bilingual

n:7tro-rlon in the early levels, and what are the major parameters ofu - .17ra-:'"(8)Despite a sometimes unfriendly macro-society, this
.f indiar.s has retained its ethnic identity (well over '90 percent

7f4-,,e41 av "full-bloods") and native language (roughly 95 percent
selk Choctaw in their homes) in the past by purposely

I .-,-Ii7dth14 to any noticeable exteht with the other, races surrounding
7.7,1crhout most of their recent history, they have lived as an

f':**tiken, rural minority in an area where the dominant
fl -:-z-41,1 of "Blacks" and "Whites." Out of a total of 912

zn 7971, 772 families received public assistance from either the
'-77 'rnm the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

6) ,.Xt, I) and E, Domain #14, Question #34.
7) ('ennm-ntr r,n cmnarative testing in footnote of Chapter V of

r r4ort.
P,'pirre 2b, Evaluation Design, Domain #15.
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There are roughly three dialects of Choctaw spoken in the!seven com-

munities today. These are (1) Pearl River, Tucker, Standing Pine .

and Red Water communities, (2) Bogue Chitto and Bogue Roma communi-

ties and (3j the Conehatta community. There are also dialectical var-

zati ns between ,the Oklahoma Choctaws and the Mississippi Choctaws.

;Howe r, a native speaker of the language does not always have

insurMountable problems with the dialects. There is also very little

printed material in the Choctaw language l thus, approximately 98% of

theSe p pple are illiterate in their own language.

The Choctaw language has had- a written form for over 150' year The

school system developed by the missionaries and supported by he

Choctaw Nation before the first removals of the Nineteenth Ceptury

used textbooks printed in English and Choctaw. The "public' system

begun in neighborhood churches in the 1890's also utilized a bilingual

approach. Unfortunately, this practice did not continue whe the

Bureau of Indian Affairs initiated the present system.(9)

The answer to our educational question is therefbre, ges, ant this is

the recommendation made at the beginning of this section. On the

following page is a'graph of the responses to the key questions (31,

51, 53 and 59) we posed to the ChoctawAcommunity., That assessment

led us td conclude (1) that the 'Indian language should be used in the

schools, (2) by doing so no detrimental effect to their normal studies

would be experienced by the children, (3) that nearly all Choctaw children

have a special problem with the English language wht,n tv 11 fin, .:qter;

school, (4) and that most people agree that it would be a good idea for

these children to learn to read and write the Choctaw language along with

English.

We do not recommend a bilingual program in the Chitimacha soh ol, since

the language profile there is dominant in English.

We finish the discussion on bilingual education with these two comments.

The Title VII proposal of the Choctaw Tribe is a good one because it

lays heavy emphasis on teacher training. Secondly, this special program

needs to be introduced gradually and with total integration with the

regular program and the community consciousness of its goals and methods.

HEALTH EDUCATION:

Our data gathering and analysis on this subject was Limited to the

,:eiml;reneusive questionnaire, interviews vit.h princi.paIs and teachers,

and observation of classroom activities. The question we attempt to

answer is:,"What Health Education programs are being offered in (these)

schools and how can they be improved and coordinated wilLh Tribe, school,

homes and communities?" (10)

1)- Choctaw it/e vrr Preliminary Proposal, Feb. 12, 1973, poge

10)" Appendix B, Design, page 34, Domain #23
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In answer to this we find that most health educ:Atio IC,'aMS exist

,:rat7zdtt the schoo2s and are cot cc:,:din.:te :with tha school curri-

culum. For example/ the .11c7hol and DrJrg Aluse proglrem operated by

the Tribe Is prLnolpiZly for adult e,lucation Lim' totally outside the

curricular p1annify of -the scnools Als; we found a retacence on the

part of teachers, parents and admintstretors so introdzce sex education

,c into the ourricu1um. Parents, oe u. S. parental expecta-

tion.;, think ftich 1710e-e is taLiqic aamt personal krgienethan is actually

designed 12 -the curriculum. Finally, 5%feci-toh.iciousneas is evidently

planned.° )

Lisht-crf the Tact ttlat no sesicus intiusi,Irn of health units in the

total cutrrcu.lunt has been made, we make the following reco4ncation.

The cui:44.ccaunscorzyrittet. <Showed At at iltath ducaliehi an

inttod:.=zA culcucublm in ate theAt 3dhavZ4, at eve.ty teva.

The early chaldhocd programer have customarily addressed the basic

health needs of children at those levels. Out this recom-

mendation proposes that the following subjects be ;resented to students

at every level. They are physical fitness, mental health, alcohol,

drugs, cardJovascular diseases, cancerous diseases, health as an atti-

tu,le, hygiene, the 5eological aspects of health, health professions and

the availabziaty of health services. We think tte curriculum committee

would do Weil to -review the "SHEE3" health Education for Elleentaru

Schools Curriculum.(121

TEA=

This section is an outgrowth of tie position o, bilingual eigcatirm.

. In the Infocmation Used Evaluation conferences this team hold with

100 representatives of these schools in eight separate sessions, this

.guestiol was posed. "Can the teachers learn the Choctaw language and

can they be taught to understand the Choctaw culture ? "' 131 The answer

of this a-valuation tram Ls no (to the first part) and yes (to the second).

We do nit believe that the Choctaw iani'iage can be learned and in turn

taught :o the Chccta4 children by no,l-Choctaws. The bilingual program

must us-? first 1ahguaqe speakers to teach En72ish and Choctaw-

T113 teachers cart learn a great deal mere front the Choctaw people about

their is and cuittcre +ham trey noplwidersivna. this &where the

smpha;L: in reacncle (beginning) orientation and (rA-service) -krainin9

should be put. A general .introduction to the Choctaw languaj-t should be

included, even continuing classes for non-Choctaw teachers. But the

ideal mn-Choctaws Irarning the inile?n 1,1rquage with eoxiqh profic-

.L.ncy to reach in it as not feasible.

11) cr),. Appendices 0 and C, Oomin R7, questions 67,71,75,82 and 89.

12) Company, ofAuccd by HEW ComeatLee 297/.
13) App.r:.jix 8, bvaluation Design, pay.e 3.5, Domain *25.
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As thc resultz of the CQ point out tnere is near consensus on this
that more Choctaw teachers are needed. Secondly, it gives sufficient
indicakion of cultural misunderstandings to warrant special emphasis
on Choctaw culture in teacher training sessions. (14)

Thcte6o&e, s e suggest that, dulting the sum a months, Apeciat mienta-
tion uminatt Sat new teachets and in-zeavice training pkognam4 be
designed or at teachem .to Atudy the Choctaw euttune. we believe it
wcz.ld be helpful to hold the latter in 3-5 year-cycles so that a
greater depth of coverage can be designed. We also believe it would
b,=, helpful to consult some of the orientation content and techniques
used in the Navajo Area for this purpose. From the information we have
gathered we can identify only curricular and procedural matters as
content in teacher orientations at Choctaw, nothing about what it means
to be a Choctaw.

?4) CO, Appendices D and E, Domain #25, Questions 56 and 81.
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VII - SUPPORT SERVICES

These two cjtegories, "wheels and meals", are treated quite
differently. In the former, we feel competent, in the latter
we defer 0 the culinary artists.

TRANSPORTATION:

The evaluation team obtained information to indicate that
several obstacles concerning school buses operated by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, within the-Choctaw reservation,
have presented innumerable problems for a long time. Some
of the major problems are: the Agency operates 17 school
buses; two of these vehicles are not used on a daily basis,
but rather as standbys in case of mechanical failure in any
of the other vehicles. The Agency is charged with twenty-five
other GSA vehicles under 1740 funds. The evaluation team has
considered several approaches to the transportation problem.
With all due respect to personnel at the Agency level who require
transportation to carry out their duties, we recommend serious
consideration as to whether the total number of vehicles could
be reduced, thereby reducing the budget requirements in the
area of transportation. All GSA vehicles, except the school
buses, are repaired at a local garage in Philadelphia, Mississippi.
Perhaps a cost-analysis of this contract, compared to one
additional employee, who could perform this task would be advisable.
Bus drivers may unknowingly damage buses by riding the clutch

or accelerating RPM's before shifting gears. Bus drivers are
charged with a tremendous responsibility during their normal'

tour of duty and,most of the buses on Choctaw are creaking with
age, since some of these buses were purchased in the,1950's.

We are concerned with the safety of children and have reservations

as to the dependability of any vehicle that is twenty years old.
Even the best man-made machine is only as dependable as the human

being that is operating that machine. Bus drivers should be required
to pass rigid physical examinations and mental examinations as
a part of their job' routine every tKree months. All roads on the
Choctaw reservation are maintained by the State of Mississippi.

The condition of these roads is a major factor in the longevity

of GSA vehicles. Many of these roads remain in the same condition

today as they were when the Bureau of Indian Affairs created
these roads a number of years ago. Indian people have a right

to drive on good road surfaces within their home environment,
well-maintairied,,surfaced and marked. If the surrounding
communities, and the city fathers, were exposed to road conditions

day after day, as the Choctaw people are expected to tolerate,

we wonder how long it would take the citizens of the community to
promote actions to alleviate these road conditions.

-40-
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Transportation of pupils is a major educational coat to many Indian

schools. Transportation costs absorbed by the school include daily
transportation for day school pupils and the less frequent but pos-
sibly more costly transportation costs for the children in boarding

schools. Transportation costs in Indian schools are magnified by spar-

sity in certain areas and by poor road conditions. Other high costs

associated with school bus transportation result from the necessity
to use small buses; thereby losing the efficiency of volume transporta-
tion afforded by the use of large buses.

Allocation otandards must be designed to accommodate several criteria
which are essential to any educational transportation programs

(1) The first and most important criteria is that of safety
and well-being of students. A financing scheme which
fically starves the transportation program will tend to
-creat undesirable safety conditions, such as overcrowd -..

inn o buses, poor maintenance, and employment of low-

salar and unqualified bus drivers.

(2) A chil education should not be impeded by his inability
to be re nt in school. A full system of-transportation
should be provided which can transport all children a rea-
sonable distance to and from school.

(3) One of the most often-mentioned, but characteristically
elusive, criterion is that of efficiency. A desirable
system of transportation should discourage unnecessarily
costly practices which result in higher than necessary
costs attendent to bus routing, maintenance, and purchase.
Efficiency can be encouraged through appropriate fiscal
allocation standards.

(4) A transportation formula should recognize all legitimate
costs associated With transportation. This includes the
accommodation of high costs attributable to sparsity or
density. Transportation of a few pupils over vast areas
is mueh,more costly than transportation in densely populated

areas. Certain conditions may require smaller and therefore
more costly vehicles.

(5) The funding standards should be flexible enough to accommodate
special problems and needs, such as those associated with trans-
portation of handicapped children. Transportation for these
children, for example, requires smaller' specially constructed

vehicles.

(6) Methods used in allocating transportation funds should be
sufficiently objective to prevent arbitrary control or
manipulation..
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Tie 2tate of the art in transportation evaluation suggestsipree

basic alternatives for allocat4ng funds for transportation ' The

assumed cost method is now utilized by some states and the'BIA.

Mere it is assumed that' the bus transportation program actually costs

that which is expended on it. Little or no standards are present to

,guide the area in encouraging it to be more efficient in routing of

buses, hirtng of personnel, etc. The result of this method of financ-

ing may be an increasing inefficiency in expenditure with no appreciable

increase In service or safety. The second alternative is the approved

cost approach which is used by some states. Such a system required

a very specific set of standards which predict the level of expenditure

necessary to ftnance a particular program. For example, the atteknative

cat.4zeommend 6crt.A.4.6haping the &a ptogkam attocates 611p.dz OA an eWe-

j..eney atave caZeae-ated.with
the two detmminanta o6 eo.st per, pupil. and

4paa44,cy. Using each of these determinantes as an. axis, a smooth curve

is charted. The amount of funds predicted by the curve becomes the

aarJunt per pupil which is granted to each area for operation of its

transportation system. The formula used is Y = AX.b, which defines a

curve in which Y values are related to some power of the X value. This

curve is called a per curve and establishes a line of best fit from a

curvilinear relationship. The Y value represents the formula adjust

cost while X represents the density in square miles per transported

pupils in each agency. We suggest the use of the agency as the admin-

istrative unit because it is small enough in both square miles and-

nuTbers of pupils co reveal reasonably accurate data. Also, since

there ere only eleven areas, the number of agencies inVolved will give

a more prc..cise curvilinear relationship.=

The Efficxency-Curve alternative is administratively less coMpleu and,

1::; 'e efficient than other alternatives. It takes costs into account

and makes the all important sparsity a primary 'variable. The nature-.

of Indian schools requires the use of both sparsity and overall program

costs as basic standards. Other data necessary for the implementation

include total square miles for school served by buses, average daily

membership transported, and total annual cost for transportation for

each school. The total annual cost of transportation includes all

current transportation costs for each agency. The average daily

membership of transported pupils transported at BIA expense who live .one

mile or more from, school, with the exception of handicapped children

who should be transpoi-ted regardless of distance. The Sluare miOs of

arJ.1 serred by transoartation should be determined by Subtract-105 the

ar.t:a not served from e:e total square miles of the alencs, The den-

sity or sparsity is, of course, calculated by dividing the number of

cransporreci pupils in average daily membership by the number of square

miles of urea served by transportation.

1) Rt.commendad Program Allocation Standards for BIA Schools: Robert

Davis Associates, Atlanta, Georgia, 30326; l972.
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The transpc,rtation cost graph is determined by using the average

cost per 'day or cost per school year as the ordinate and the sparsity

as the abscissa. The cost effiaienty curve is plotted from the pre-

dicted points of cost and sparsity as expected from a smooth curve.

. Figure 1 below simulates the general pattern which may be observed from

plotting the curve.

The curve when plotted with true data for the Choctaw schools should

indicate higher costs for the schools in the more sparsely populated

areas. As the density increases the costs per pupil should diminish.

Each agency .S.5 allotted funds based on its predicted curve value. If,

for example, tLe agency's point is above the line, then it'can be assumed

that school is not operating as efficiently as the other schools with

similar sparsity. The school is therefore allotted only the amount pre-

dicted by the curve. On the other hand, if a school's point falls belcv

the line, then it can be assumed that it is extra -efficient, again the

amount allotted is the amount which falls on the line. This plan rewards

for efficiency and penalizes for inefficiency. The standard of effic-

iency is established by the actual practice of all agencies. An inflation

factor is..built into the formula. Each year the curve will naturally

respond to inflation by gradually crawling upward; however, the movement

of the curve is controlled by that which constitutes average efficient

practice among all the agencies.'

CONCLUSIONS:

(1) Students on the Chitimacha reservation are transported to

school via public school buses. These students are subjected

to a variety of remarks from the bus drivers which could imply

racial prejudice.

Recommenddtion4: The Chitimacha School Bond should meet with

the Aeoective 4choot boards otS the 4cootounding communitia,

discu44 thi4 conceAn and hope6utty, 'teach a mu teat undeAstand-

ing to atteviate ALA problem.

(2) Conduct a cost/compa4i4on,
con.t..acting buses Am. GSA uptace-

MeNt o4 att 4choot buses.

(3) Intensiged woAk4hop/tAaining
4e44ion OA burs dtive44, inctud-

ing do-t t-youtset6 routine maintenance 04 buses . (ex: Cakeek

EdueatiPn Mo,z(1.)

(4) Atunge conlietence4 with olgiciat4 oti the State ot5 14444i44ippi

concerning imptoving and maintaining existing Aoad4 on the

entite Aesetvation.

(5) Considerabi savings in the 1740 budget could be realized by

reducing th.,-! twenty-five GSA vehicles that are not utilized

effectively.
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FOOD SERVICES:

The evaluation team sampled the food served to the student body while
visiting Choctaw Central High School-on occasion. If, our aim in
education .is in part to teach students acceptable behavior and manners

as well as, provide them'with a balanced diet, it seems to this evalua-
tion team that the atmosphere within the dining area and the quality,
and quantity of food should have a real impact upon the basic objectives
of our educational system. Most dining areas in schools operated by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs leave something to be deisred when one con-
siders this is a "home -away from- home" for large number! of students,
consuming large quantities of food. Each student enters the dining
area, approximately 540 times during the school year. Whatever the

ethnic background, or cultural group, the "home atmosphere" is con-
siderably different than dining halls of the schools operated within
the educational system of the Bureau of Indian Affairs schools. Why
does the dining area have to be "blase"? Why do students have to eat
their food from serving trays? Even in cafeterias throughout the
United Stages, foods are served in individual portions, the dishes
are placed upon the table, and the tray is immediately removed. Why
do the walls of the dining area have to be devoid of student art work
of various kinds, or piped in stereo music? Why do the architects design
the dish washing area in proximity to the dining area where those people
who are still eating are disturbed by the banging and clanging of trays,
silverv.9re, pots, pans, etc? How successful are the menus in relation
to the distribution of food supplies from the central warehouse? Could
the position ceilings be modified to eliminate student help and provide
job opportunities for citizens of the community? Adults serving food
mad be somewhat more considerate and conscientious concerning serving
individual portions than students who are concerned about finishing up
their detail as quickly as possible. Do administrator's provide oppor-
tunities for food service personnel to attend briefing sessions to learn
the latest "state of the art" in methods and techniques of preparing
foods in quantity? The team realizes it is an art in itself to prepare
foods in quantity and maintain a semblance of "home cooking" and a pride
in providing studeats with their daily dietary requirements. If boarding
schools provide a "home-away-from-home" then students should be given the
opportenity of consuming their daily food requirements in an atmosphere
that would resemble a "home-like" environment.

We realize that, in the case of Food Services, we have merely raised
more auestiorm OUA ucommendation, thetelione, tie that the calietenia
Ataliks anmen theA:! ve4tion4 to than on satLqaction and.that
the44. students.

To this we add a small recommendation. The cooks Ahoutd pubtish the
menu lion all Atodentz and teachers to note the moat ptanning On each day.
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VIII - CO NICATION

Nome -SCHOOL PELATIONS:

Communication is a well-wnrn word. It m--ns that people are brought

closer together in their purposes because hey understand each other

trom what is said between them.. Many time it's what is not said

that commueicates negatively. Our observeti ns and information

search in this area should be of particular use to the teachers.

From information gathered by the questionnaire there is every indica-
tion that there is not good communication between home and school.
Seventy-sir percent of the, responses disagreed with the idea that
there is a form of positive communication among the population ser-
viced by the schools. And yet, the students indicated in their
74estionnaire response that they were comfortable in expressing their

feelings to teachers(1)

When we consider that the level of academic accomplishment places the
majority of the Indian community in the laboring class, there is
every indication that there may not be time, understanding or know-
ledge of how to communicate on the subject of academia.

Teachers may think they are communicating when in reality these
activ.Wes may take on an air of directing. Educational communica-

tion is- not an 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. situation. The teaching personnel
extricate themselves from the community and on that premise are not

Seen ether than in their professional setting.

L ucommend that zpeciat etitioht6 be made by the 6acueties and the

schord boa4oi to biting ttachertz and pa /Len togethet in meetings to

tatk about tAe ideatogiez and methoda 6ot accomptishing heur mutuat,

Salaz. ,Among the alternatives to be considered in this matter are:
parent-teacher meetings, individual meetings of student counselors
and parents, sensitivity sessions for parents and teachers, parent -
teacher, neumletters, teacher notices to parents (via students) on
learnin5 activities, parent-student-teacher forums and special student

council meetings with all teachers.

MDRACE:

Morale is high or low according to the extent to which people feel

good about what they are doing. Our conclusions and recommendations

about the morale in these schools as-a-whole are taken from the
ap4nions and attitudes of the persons who shared their feelings with

US.

1) CQ, Appendices D and E, Domain #9, Questions 23,18,23,25,27 and 29.
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The student morale is high, even exemplary in some of the upper
grades. Students are generally happy with what they are doing.
They are generally proud to be in a Choctaw or Chitimacha school
and they have a,desire to improve through education.' Parents have
a good spirit and a good faeling'about_the schools. Morale is lower
among the teachers and lowest in the ranks of administration. We
have not made a judgement about the degree of high and low morale,
but only the comparison of four groups.

Indices we have identified for low morale among teachers are these:

(1) the tendency among many teachers to do only as much as
they have to do is due in great part to . . .

(2) the fact that a high rate of performance is not always
recognized and often goes unrewarded.

We 4ecommend that admiiii4t4atou begin immediate4 t4 initiate a
4y4tem o6 Itecognition and 4eura4d 04 high.competency in teach /61g
petOnmance.

This system will, of course, have to be based on the creation of
teaching standards and techniques for recognizing their attainment
by observation.

The low morale of administrators is due to a number of f4ctors among
which are these:

(1) Instability in the Bureau of Indian Affairs' central
administration.

(2) Inability to out-live the difficulties which the past
years brought to the Choctaw education complex.

(3) Insecurity in the face of the flexing muscles of the
tribal officials in this age "self-determination."

(4) Some incom tencies born of all of these.

(5) And the nature of the "in- breeding" of families in
official positions within the administration of the
Choctaw Agency.

These phenomena militate: against an administration of individuals
who feel good about what they are doing. Our special report to the
client further delineates the alternatives available in modeling a
well-adjusted administration.
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IX - PERSONNEL

In this chapter we concern ourselves with two aspects of the most
important province of human resources; hiring practices and the

adequacy of teaching personnel for accreditation.

The preliminainformation we received on these subjects indicated

at least some concern inxthese matters. Our later information
pointed out serious problems, especially in the cycle for hiring.
Hopefully our suggestions here will be of assistance to the
decision-makers.

HIRING,PRACTICES:

In the past the Choctaw Agency has had to depend on the Office of
Teacher Recruitment (in Albuquerque) for the hiring of instructional
staff. Quite apart from any question of the reorganization of that
Central Office function, we find this process to have been cumber-

some and inefficient. We recommend that the Southeastern agencies
follow the trend being set in other_BIA areas to recruit and hire

the-staff for those agencies. This should allow for at least
these new advantages: (1) special attention to the particular
needs in filling positions due to a regional focus rather than

a National scope, (2) a bette: opportunity to encourage entry

into the education professions from the communities in the

Southeastern agencies, (3) less bureacracy and fewer steps for
processing the employment actions.

The basic programs in the Agency are serviced by Civil Service

personnel. Overlay programs utilize temporary personnel paid

for by government titled monies. At the present when a Civil
Service position becomes vacant, temporary personnel are put in
that position until such time that the hiring practices relating

to Indian preference can be negotiated.)

The Agency Office feels that they are overstaffed with high
income teachers with Civil Service status which tends to disallow

or negate creative management with new programs. The agency personnel
office would like to replace some of the "near retired" personnel
with younger dynamic personalities at the Mississippi State salary

schedule which is very much lower than Civil Service scale.

We do not recommend the tendency to lower teacher wages in order

to solve the budgetary dilemmas of the Choctaw Agency. It is the

opinion of this evaluation team that the wage scales are justified,

in spite of the variance between Federal and Mississippi State

levels. The solution, in our opinion, is our recommendation that
all hiring be done on teacher-competency basis, well defined and
understood by candidates, whether Civil Service regulations

apply or not. The answer to the question of educational quality

is not in the
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lowering of present salaries. Quite the contrary is the case. The

rewards must be made in relation to the desired outcome. Likewise the

standards of performance must match the expected outcome, high quality

teaching.

In a special report to the client entitled "the third dimension of

this evaluation" we have repeated this recommendation. To paraphrase it:

the lifrerence between the,job standards and the actual performance of

an employee is the critical area of decision-making for keeping or

releRsing that person.

ADEQUACY )F PERSCNNEL:

Here we choose to refer not only to adequacy in terms of qualifications,
but also to the numbers of instructional personnel. We found the tea-

chers to have been as well-prepared as we have found in other school

zy3teAs. This is nut to sag the members of this team are content with the

"products" of the university schools of education. This is not a decision

tz: ^a in which th,i. client usually enters. Thus, we doubt he will be able

to have ,any major impact on that system which tends to mold persons into

one shape which they believe to be the "U.S.A. teacher." Bqt it is worth'

',repeating our-heavy emphasis on the need for in-service train4y7 in the
foregoing chapters in light'of the complaint we register herel

Teachers in the Choctaw schools must meet Mississippi State requirements.
Accreditation Vs therefore not the criterion of adequacy on which we base

our recommendation. We recommend that att teaching pekaonnet be intek-
v(loxed concetn,* theit gkaap o4 and commitment .to the phdoaophies and
tva-4e4, o4 education in the Choctaw Maatzt Ptan.(2) Decisions as to their
...tne6s for work in the Choctaw and Chitimacha schools should be made on
.his ground as well as on the basis of their past experience and paper

credentials.

In regard to the adequacy of teachers in numbers sufficient to fill the

reeds of the schools, we say this. Teacher loads could be more justly

distributed in some cases. This is a responsibility of,the principals.
ibuever, every school will find itself staffed with a few "work horses"

-,,ipable of much more than-others. This should be expected, and rewards

::Mould be arranged for these high performers. We have not made ene assess-

ment of teacher need on the basis of per-pupil ratios alone, (These are

not out of line with national norms.) But we have tried to get an over-
,2ew of eacher performance in making a recommendation on numbers. C

kecommend that a teachet 4hou2d not be coked to be keaponaibte doh mon.e
itudenta than that teacher, can inatkuct with individuatized method. .

1) Chapters III, Iv, VI\
2) cf. Chapter TIT
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This will mean varying ratios, from. one' teacher to another. Those

strong, taieht individuals who can competently perform in the above

-manner with gr ter numbers should be advanced in step and gtade for it.

rh.:43 evaluation team has gained strong impressions of the teaching force

an these schools. Being educators ourselves, we never cease to admire

the dedication and search which we see evidenced inmost of these people.

we,00mmented earlier that, as a group, 'the instructional staff in these

are "up tight", tense, worried and on edge. 'We believe that

of the reasonifor this unfortunate situation is due to the factors

an this chapter and the previous chapter on communication.

I
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411

X - DORMITORIES

,The special report.on the "Out-of-Classroom Activities" has been
relayed due to the slowness of responses from the dormitory personnel.

We cannot justly fa 7 anyone in that delay. No one knows the pres-

sure which this d s imposed more than this evaluation team.

We are ..1.*atly ind ommitment of Mr. Vernon Shook in

,ra_Pzn7 this portion of udy for us, and to the efficiency with
..L.1c.:1 he pzothises to provide the results of that study once the infoma-

'2:, hl, brTn roeived and analyzed.

We refri th clt:nt to the previous findings recorded in our Preliminary

P:por.: 1pTcndix C.(1)

1) Prt3liminarti Rpport, Chapter XI.
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XI - RECOMMENDATIONS

We sincerely suggest:

1. That the superintendent initiate a planning conference to revise

educational philosophies . . . at least every other year.

L. That the Choctaw tribe and the agency meet to assign their annual
2rlorities well ahead of the budget cycles down curve in order to

place priorities for expenditures for the ensuing fiscal year.

Th_lt the ChGctawschoolorganize a planning commission to provide

for the future needs of their populace in the form of a "master

Olen.'

4 That the year-round school be introduced on a volunteer basis at

Chcctaw Central High School, with solid preparation, assessment,
comnunication and evaluation procedures designed in advance. )

5. That the principal client, Director of the Southeastern Agencies,

4,r;mare a convincing argument in defense of the,pupil-cost unit

system for the consideration of the Commissioner.

That immediate attention be given to the repair of three 5chco/
p2ants and that master planning include a projection for needed

new facilities.

th,2 2octaw School Board give serious consideration to these
._-_,:c,vrntri.:ations, since they will be the principal education planners

for the Choctaw people.

4. Choctaw Agency formulate policy to implement Career Education
curriculum with the assistance of federal funds for this purpose.

r/.at these schools recognize the importance of individualized instruc-

tion and acquire consultants to coordinate teacher training in it.

10. That a curriculum committee be organized and authorized to carry out
tLe aoven areas included in the curriculum province r..,f this 4 1luation

11. That a unified phonics reading program be introduced to all the
teachers, one which is based on dialogue and a simplified formula

for decoding.

12. Thlt the curriculum committee produce a quality curriculum amide.
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12. Thivi: an annual conference be held for instructors and adminis-
ratorc; to air their differences and to agree on their strategies.

14. That ti,e Mathematics curriculum be related to the career education
prograals.

I?. ThAt t.q P Choctaw School Board and the BIA Agency design and employ
L'ternal ::valuation as an extension of the present attempt,

making modifications and adding new foci as their needs demand.

That the master planning commission take cognizance of a need to
4:1c7xd it =ir philosophies and policies these subjects: career
c4ucLitir7,. (..;,:,tirlation education and a posture on compulsory
Educ4rion.

; t(cting task force be organized to make a comprehensive
r..,'"ing co the curriculum committee well before the

2-ft101 taar-

TI,9t an tht- larger schoOls the teacher- .supervise fulfill the role
as master teacher and that, in the s ller schools, this

role ce fillel by ,the principal.

717.at tart 'program be extended to every child in thee
fr! Lomixiana communities.

nat Title I programs integrate with the master plan and philosophy
-4.7:101

.\2
education be gradually introduced in six Chocdw

, mentary schools due to the predominance of the native language
a 4/10 first language of the majority.

That te curriculum committee should insist that Health Education
irltrcaucod into the curriplum in all schools at all

!,l- t ,---ri"-01.ion seminars for new teachers and in -sere icy:

1-,o designed for all teachers to study tht? CPoctav

1 )3r-1. di. r-silaped and Pi,Ide acre efficient by allocat-
lni funds ,.,11 an efficiency curve calculated with the two determinants

cc5C-per -r vpid and sparsity.

Nut toad ,:f--!rvlce staffs ;address the questions raised in this °value-
thlr* :7n4 that of the students,
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U

. Mat special efforts be made by the faculties and the school board
to bring teachers and parents together in meetings to talk about
the ideologies and methods for accomplishing their mutual goals.

27. That administrators begin immediately to initiate a system of
recognition and reward for high competency in teaching performance.

. That the Southeastern Agencies follow the trend being set in other
BrA areas to recruit and hire the staff for those agencies.

:9. That all hiring be done on a teacher-competency basis.

Mat all teaching personnel be interviewed concerning their grasp
of and commitment to the, philosophies and policies of education in

the Choctaw Master Plan.
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POSTSCRIPT

The evaluation team of Messrs. Rebert, Sward and Young are grateful to

a great number of highly professional men and women who assisted us.

Althosigt they art in no -my responsible for the precise manner in which

we have penned their advice, they are worthy of praise for any merit

which may be deemed to have come trough over words.

The Local Choptaw E7aluation Committee has been ideally sincere and

cooperative from the start of this PrOjaCC.

our colleagues at the Indian Education Resource Center have been sup-
Fertive, interested and involved in ways we couldn't have anticipated.

The Indian Affairs Data Center
.1

has been most responsive. All the people

we talked with and wrote to.in the Choctaw and Chitimacha communities

have been unswervingly honest and courteous to us.

The teachers of young children in all the school's in this evaluation

have renewed cur convictions about our chosen profession.

Tb :L11 of these vital participants we finish this report as we began

it, on the sane note. We introduced this final report with commentary

an the concept of "survival." We finish it with the beautiful but

biting words of a poet about "education for survival" and rationale

fox this evaluation.

a

Tilling lies to the young is wronc.
Proving to them that lies are true is wrong.
Telling them that God's in his heaven
and all's well with the world is wrong.
The young know what you mean. The

young are people.
fell t:lem the dif:iculties can't be counted,
and let r;7em see not only what will be

but see with clarity these present times.
Say obstnclos exist they must encounter,
sorrow happens, hardship happens.
TO hell with it: Who never knew
the price of happiness will hoc
Forgive no error you recognize,
it will repeat itwelf, increase,
end after-lards our pupils

yi21 forgi,,,c) in cs what we for7ave.
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